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About

In 1963, Eiji Tsuburaya, who is known as the “Father of
Tokusatsu,” established his own studio for visual effects, now
known as Tsuburaya Productions. In 1966, the company aired
Ultra Q on televisions across Japan, and in July of the same
year, it was followed by the highly popular series Ultraman.

For over 50 years, the Ultraman series has been loved by fans
all over the world, and the series is one of the most prominent
Tokusatsu live-action superhero series from Japan.
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Multimedia
The Ultraman series has developed content not only for TV but
across multiple media platforms in order to expand the world
of the Ultraman universe. This development will be continued
worldwide.

TV Series 
Ultraman Trigger (2021)
Target: Kids & Family

3DCG Animation(Netflix Original)
ULTRAMAN (2018)
Target: Young Adults

Comics (Published by Marvel)
THE RISE OF ULTRAMAN (2020)
Target: Young Adults

Movie 
SHIN ULTRAMAN (TBD)
Target: All

Anime 
KAIJU STEP WANDABADA (2020)
Target: Preschoolers
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“I grew up with Ultraman!”

This phrase is often heard from fans all over the world, and
even people who aren’t fans of the series have been able to
recognize Ultraman since they were children.

To deliver our passions to the world, 
we have started a new project on 

YouTube… The Ultraman series has been introduced into a broad market area with

6 billion people.
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China, the United States, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Singapore, Vietnam, Philippine, Brazil, Mexico, France, Saudi Arabia, Australia, New Zealand…etc
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ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT (UGF) series is a new entry to the Ultraman series
that is being released on YouTube with a completely brand-new story.
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Summary

A demon of darkness who goes by the name "Ultra Dark-Killer" has the power to create evil 
copies of Ultra warriors. Ultraman Zero and Ultrawoman Grigio have fallen into this fiend’s grasp!

To deal with the crisis, Ultraman Taro calls in the “New Generation Heroes.”
The battle between the “New Generation Heroes” and the “League of Darkness” begins now!!

Release Date: September 29, 2019
YouTube: 5min x 13 episodes

13 episode combined version also released on YouTube
English dub: YouTube

Chinese dub: Simulcast
Taiwanese dub: TV 
Thai dub: Simulcast
Malaysian dub: TV

ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: NEW GENERATION HEROES (UGFNGH)
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ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: NEW GENERATION HEROES (UGFNGH) is
distinct from existing Ultraman TV series in a number of ways.
The story of UGFNGH is set not only on Earth, but across the galaxy. The
New Generation Heroes, centered around Ultraman Ginga, deepen bonds
with each other through their adventures across the universe to save
Ultraman Zero.

Space Opera
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A Dream Team
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All New Generation Heroes from Ultraman Ginga (2013) to Ultraman R/B (2018) assemble outside of 
their own series for the first time! Furthermore, numerous other Ultras from different titles also appear 
on the same screen along with the New Generation Heroes!
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Global Release
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ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: NEW GENERATION HEROES was released simultaneously in multiple languages on several platforms, including YouTube. 
This gives people all over the world a chance to share their excitement at the same time, allowing the fan community to grow more than ever.   
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How our ULTRAMAN Official YouTube Channel 
grown with ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT Series

・2019 
September 29- Episode 1 Premiered

・2020 
February 5- Combined version released 
45 million viewers until today

ULTRAMAN Official YouTube Channel reached 1 million subscribers

・2021
July- UGFNGH reached 77 million viewers (Including both separated & combined versions.)

ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: NEW GENERATION HEROES (UGFNGH) was initially released as separate episodes (EP1 to 13), and
the combined version was released in February 2020. UGFNGH’s release was one of the main reasons for fans to visit the
ULTRAMAN Official YouTube Channel at that time, and had a huge contribution to the channel reaching 1 million subscribers.
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And The Legacy Returns… 

Favorable Reviews
ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: NEW GENERATION HEROES (UGFNGH) has had a positive impact on fans all over the world. As a result, 
UGFNGH has made a strong impression despite being a new series among Ultraman works. 
This great success has led fans to hope for a sequel, making it a series. 
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The eagerly awaited new entry to the ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT series released 
on YouTube! 

ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: THE ABSOLUTE CONSPIRACY (UGFTAC)  packed 
with profound drama and exciting action! 

Released on November 22, 2020
YouTube: 10min × 10 episodes

10 episode combined version also released on YouTube
English dub: YouTube

Chinese dub: Simulcast
Taiwanese dub: TV 
Thai dub: Simulcast
Malaysian dub: TV Confidential

Summary
Mysterious aliens and evil monsters that shouldn’t exist are attacking! Ultraman Zero, Ultraman Ribut, 
Ultraman Taiga, Ultraman Z, Ultraman 80, Ultraman Max, Ultraman Mebius, Ultraman Great, Ultraman 

Powered, Ultrawoman Grigio, and many more Ultra Heroes fight together to solve 
this mysterious case, which could end up affecting the whole universe. However, this is only the 
beginning! A conspiracy is underway, and stories are intersecting. What is the aim of the golden

giant working in the shadows?!
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ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT Series
Link to TV Series

ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: THE ABSOLUTE CONSPIRACY is composed of several
stories, and its universe connects to TV series such as Ultraman Z (2020).
Furthermore, the Tri-Squad from Ultraman Taiga (2019) participates in battles too.
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An event in chapter 3 
connects to Ultraman Z.

The story begins right 
after UGFTAC.

Events up until 
Ultraman Taiga.

The story starts right 
after UGFNGH.

Timeline
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Crossover
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The Ultras from series that are produced in outside of Japan and Andro Melos, who is from a
different series, show up together in ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: THE ABSOLUTE CONSPIRACY
alongside more than 40 other heroes and Kaiju. This crossover enables the Ultra galaxy Fight series
to excite a wide range of fans all over the world.

Over 20 Related Titles & 40 Heroes/Kaiju! 
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The Untold History of Ultraman
ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: THE ABSOLUTE CONSPIRACY reveals the untold history of
the past and missing links of the Ultraman universe, connecting those to the as-of-
yet unseen “Saga” project.
For instance, the past chapter portrays the early days of Ultraman Belial and
Ultraman Tregear, both very popular villains in the Ultraman series, before they fell
into darkness.
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A mysterious new character with a gold-colored body, which is opposite to Ultraman’s silver 
color, wields tremendous power and operates from the shadows. He seems to be interested in the 
Land of Light, but his real intentions are unknown…
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A New Enemy

The biggest threat to the galaxy...
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A War Breaks Out 
While Tartarus works behind the scenes, Ultraman Zero becomes aware of
a menace that could potentially have an enormous impact on the balance
of the galaxy. Ultraman Zero decides to organize the “Ultra League” in
order to fight against the attacking enemies. A war breaks out between
Ultraman and Tartarus!!
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And The Story 
Continues… 
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Ultra Galaxy Fight Series
(Available on YouTube)
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Connected Universe
Ultra Galaxy Fight Series is a new project based on the established continuity,
with ULTRA GALAXY FIGHT: THE ABSOLUTE CONSPIRACY as its beginning.

The goal is to a create a connected universe with an overarching story that stretches across
multiple productions, including YouTube original series, comics, novels, stage shows, movies, and 

more.

Ultra Galaxy Fight Series

Stage Productions MoviesComics & NovelsYouTube Originals Other

SVOD
Game

etc
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Owned Media SVOD Series & More

Other Spinoffs: Novels, Comics, & Games

Ultra Galaxy Fight Series (Working Plans)

YouTube 
Original 1&2

YouTube 
Original 3

YouTube Original 4 
(TBD)

YouTube Original 5 
(TBD)

Movie (TBD )

Stage Production 1 Stage Production 2 Stage Production 3

~ 2020: Phase 1 2021~: Phase 2 2022: Phase 3~(TBD)

Ultra Galaxy Fight Series is a tremendous project which extends globally over several years. The war chronicles will 
detail the history of heroes that no one has ever seen. Don’t miss it! Let’s create this grand epic together!! 

Now under 
Production!
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Licensing Support
The Ultraman series provides licensees with plenty of materials
for merchandising. To flexibly meet licensees’ requests, we have
prepared style guides that includes materials of Heroes and
Kaiju characters, logos, backgrounds, and other assets. The style
guides can help make your ideas reality!
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Plenty of Style Guides!

Product Examples




